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The Writers Studio – What is it?

•A place to exercise creativity

•A place to improve your writing skills

•A friendly, supportive environment



The Writers Studio – What is it?

•Founded in 1987 by Pulitzer Prize 
Winning Poet Philip Schultz.

•NYC, San Francisco, Hudson Valley, 
& Tucson

•Everyone can learn the techniques 
needed for creative written 
expression.





The Writers Studio

•What if I’m not creative/not good at 
writing/an overall writing loser?



The Writers Studio

•At The Writers Studio we learn that 
we are all natural born story tellers.



The Writers Studio

Let’s go to the second grade….



The Writers Studio

Who can write stories or poems?



High Schoolers?



The Writers Studio

•At The Writers Studio we learn by 
using exercises based on stories and 
poems that others create.



The Writers Studio

•Is this a weird way to write?  

Actually, no.



How to improve your skills!



The Writers Studio

•Piano – practice scales.

•Art – Sketches.

•Writing – _________.



Technique



Swimming = technique.



Writing = technique.



Writing Techniques of Persona Narrator

3rd person 

rocs!  It let’s 

me talk about 

other people!



Writing Techniques of Persona Narrator

What’s a Persona Narrator?

3rd person 

rocs!  It let’s 

me talk about 

other people!



Dark & Light





The 

Writer is 

not the 

Narrator?  

Are you 

sure?



Writing Techniques

What’s a Persona Narrator?

Persona Narrator is distanced from the writer.

It is the voice the writer invents or “hires” to tell 

the story.



What’s a Persona Narrator?

Actors/Puppets used for centuries to say what the writer 

wanted to say.



Dark & Light

I am not what I write….



Writing Techniques of Persona Narrator

First Person Third Person
1st person is 

my favorite!  

It’s all about 

me!

3rd person 

rocks!  It lets 

me talk about 

other people!



1st Person v. 3rd Person

“But I don’t really like 3rd Person.  
All I need to practice is 1st Person. 

That’s what I’m best at.”





“But I really don’t like Freestyle. 
All I need to practice is Butterfly.  

That’s what I’m best at.”



Consider a new perspective 



Writers Studio = Fun with Writing 



Tone and Mood



Tone

Tone is the persona narrator’s temperament/attitude.

Tone is the way PN “talks”: 

ironic, sincere, bubbly, cool, angry, defensive, 

insecure, etc.



Tone



Mood

Mood is the feeling instilled in the reader.



Mood



Tone & Mood

Tone & Mood typically have some 

distance/separation.



Workshop Classes

Lots of fun!!!!



10 week sessions

Exercises based on excellent 
authors. 



The Writers Studio 
helps students 

become stronger, 
more resourceful 

writers.



The Writers Studio teaching 
method gives students the 

opportunity to “try on” many 
different narrative 

approaches. 



What works in the 
exercise?

What doesn’t?

Exercises based on excellent authors.



What is an exercise like?

You get a page or two of writing and specific 
instructions on the technique.



You have a week to complete the 
assignment with a page and a half of 

your own writing.



A specific assignment with a deadline?



Initially, in workshop, you are given the basics: 

1st person/3rd person, etc., Tone, and Mood.



What if I hate the 
exercise?



Liking exercises is 
completely optional. 









In The Writers Studio courses you will meet a 
supportive community of like-minded classmates. 



You’ll meet your own writing peeps! 



The Results?



“Every week, I presented a new story. Finally something 

did click, the very thing that’s their specialty at The 

Writers Studio, emotional content. Before, my work was 

dead. When I brought in my breakthrough story, I felt I 

was carrying a weird animal in my bag. It was the first 

story I sold.”

JENNIFER EGAN, former student at The Writers 

Studio, winner of the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 

for A VISIT FROM THE GOON SQUAD (Alfred A. Knopf 

2010)



“I knew, as soon as the evening started, that I was in a safe 

community where writers might attempt to try stuff without 

looking over their shoulder. That’s a great feeling…. [That] tone is 

set by the faculty and trickles down; people are stumbling along, 

writing, making it up as they go and the school supports it. Which 

is good because it’s the most important thing about an 

environment that artsy people share. It must come from the 

teachers.”

MATTHEW KLAM, author of SAM THE CAT AND OTHER

STORIES (Random House 2000) and the forthcoming WHO

IS RICH? (Random House 2017)



“Master Class has been a wonderfully supportive 

environment to develop and refine skills I learned in 

earlier levels, equipping me to devise stronger 

narrative voices to better tell stories. As I’ve been 

bringing in sections of a longer work, high-level 

feedback from the teacher and fellow students has 

been indispensable, giving me the critical skills and 

confidence I need to drive my story toward 

completion.”

PHILIP IVORY, Master Workshop student and 

Tucson Intermediate Workshop teacher
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